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Antarctic Climate Changes: Rapid Warming

西南极和南极半岛剧烈增温

幅度可达到全球平均增速的5倍以上
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Zonal Asymmetry of the Antarctic Changes

- Near-Surface Air Temperature Reconstruction (1952 - 2006) in Degrees C
- Monthly Carbon Dioxide Concentration
- CO2浓度升高，温室效应
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IPO impacts on the Antarctic

b IPO (-) Induced Teleconnection
Pacific impacts on the Antarctic
AMO impacts on Antarctic SAT and sea ice
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Idealized Model of the Rossby Wave Dynamics

- GFDL initial condition simulations show clear Rossby Wave Trains
- Transport to Amundsen Sea within two weeks
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**AMO ( + )** vs. **IPO ( - )**

1. **Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation**
2. **Pacific Decadal Oscillation**
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**AMO** vs. **IPO**. Different Period

(I980 - 2000)

(I998 - 2015)
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The Role of Inter-basin Interactions

Pantropical climate interactions
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**AMO+ and IPO- Deepened the ASL in the Past Decades**
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- Accelerated Glacier Melting
Circulation changes drive surface warming through thermal advection.
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Teleconnections impact on Antarctic Changes

- Rapid Warming over WA
- Increase of OHC
- Sea Ice Paradox & Sudden Loss
- Accelerated Glacier Melting
Summary

Tropical - Polar teleconnections impact on the Atmospheric Circulation

Atmospheric-ice-ocean interactions

Contribute to Antarctic Climate Changes
Discussion

The Role of Ocean Dynamics in the Teleconnections

Antarctic Feedback to Lower Latitude
Thank you so much! 😊